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Round mandala
This is my very first puzzle. Originally I wanted to make 
tiles, but the realization that there were lots of possible 
variations spurred me to design a puzzle instead. 
Its diameter is one meter, so a family or a few students 
can play with it together. People who have visited one of 
the Experience Workshops already had the chance to try 
this challenge. 
You can solve the puzzle in a variety of ways: the pieces 
can be laid in several disorganised, concentric, or linear 
compositions.



Coral
The Coral is possibly my most beautiful toy.  
This also is a kaleido puzzle, therefore there are lots 
of solutions. Many of them are graceful, symmetric 
solutions. 
I made it in two different sizes, and I designed the 
smaller one easier to solve. The puzzle was cut with a 
laser cutter machine from colourful acrylic.



Crystal flower
Crystal flower is a two-layered, transparent jigsaw 
puzzle with many possible solutions. 
The puzzle can also function as decoration on your 
window or on your desk. When light shines through 
the differently tinted, transparent pieces, subtractive 
colouration can be observed: the player can explore 
this interesting phenomenon while sliding the various 
pieces on each other. 
The pattern of the assembled puzzle may be 
rotationally symmetrical as well as asymmetrical.



Sunpetal
The first prototype of this puzzle was completed in 
2014. The sides of all pieces are complex curves, so the 
challenge is to recognize the possibilities of matching 
the intricate pieces. 
There are many ways of assembling: as soon as the 
player gets a better understanding of the inner system 
of the puzzle, they will be able to create more and more 
interesting and beautiful patterns. 
I had this set cut from different woods by a laser cutting 
machine. Materials: wood & plywood (beech, birch, 
poplar, meranti, amarant).



Maple
This puzzle is a bit more angular and has many 
solutions. Some pieces remind me of the leaves of the 
maple, so I named it that way. 
It was cut by a laser cutter from plywood, and I painted 
it with oil-colours.  



The winding six
I made this set for the Sixth Puzzle Meeting in 
Bakonysárkány (Hungary). 
It contains six uniquely shaped pieces and six little 
discs. Even though the pieces fit each other in many 
ways, it has only one final solution. 
The colour of the pieces are those of the wood what 
I chose to make them. This puzzle is basically the 
nephew of the Coral. 



Amoeba
Just like the Winding Six, this one I designed in 2012, 
and it includes six different pieces. 
This is a puzzle with only one correct solution, but 
again, its pieces fit each other in many different ways. 
I cut it from birch plywood and painted it with  
oil-colour. 



Agathias
There is an ancient book called Agathias corvina that 
was written in cca. 1483-1484 in Naples (Italy).  
It was part of a plant ornament decorating a page in 
the book that inspired me to start designing this large 
puzzle (its diameter is 174 cms). 
I distorted this motif to get three, non-overlapping 
puzzle pieces. This was my first giant puzzle, and is a 
prototype. 
I cut it with a jigsaw from plywood. The puzzle has 
many possible solutions!



Savanna
I designed this one between 2015 and 2016, and it is 
my second giant puzzle. 
The pieces are not solid, but are pierced and have 
an outlook resembling tracery. The full puzzle has a 
diameter of 180 cms. 
This one also has lots of possible solutions.
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